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Ash Wednesday of 2017 found New Harmony Christian Church, Curryville, MO 

gathered together to experience the Service of Ashes known as “Come … Be Still 

… Experience … and Know … Repent and Live”. 

This service was comprised of times of prayer, silence, meditative readings in 

scripture, music played to hear and embrace what was happening in that moment, 

and hands on experiences so that the flock could revisit their personal time and 

relationship with God.   

There were stations set up for folk to move around freely at their own pace and in 

their own time to experience. The stations to visit are as follows: 

Clay: Each person was encouraged to take a small ball of clay and feel it, shape it 

and make something with it. The purpose of the clay project is to feel formation, 

designing something and then having the pastor fire it without glaze so it is in a 

natural state, yet to be finished.  The experience of forming something in clay is to 

remind us that God forms each one in His own special way, and He is not finished 

with us yet. 

Oil:  Each person is encouraged to go to the oil station and put a drop of oil on the 

back of the hand.  They are then asked to take a few moments and simply rub the 

oil into their skin slowly, being aware of the change in the feel of their skin.  This 

denotes how God works with us and our rough edges and helps to refine us as we 

commit our life to Him and live according to His will. 

Water:  As I introduce each station, I have a pitcher and bowl before me.  The 

pitcher is filled with plain water, and as I pour the water into the bowl, I remind 

each one to come to this station and feel the water by just moving their hand 

around in the water gently, remembering their Baptism. I suggest that each one 

remember that moment of transformation when they came up out of the water or 

felt the water sprinkled on their head – however their experience was – and 

celebrate those transitional moments of their life with Christ. 

Posters to Color: Spread out over a couple of large tables were 15 posters to be 

colored.  They are illustrations noting the 15 Stations of the Cross.  I provided 

boxes of crayons and boxes of colored pencils for the medium to use. As they color 

the posters, they are encouraged to read the name of the station at the top of the 
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poster and think about the meaning of the picture they are coloring and the 

meaning of the words.  The purpose of this project is for all to share their gifts and 

talents recognizing color and coordinating the color schemes with those they color 

with.  This project helps us to recognize how God allows us to see the same object 

or view differently from our neighbor and all views are accurate. It is an exercise 

in working together with our differences of talent and vision, knowing and learning 

that while we are different, we are equal as God has created us to be. 

The posters are 24”X36”.  They came from Illustrated Children’s Ministry.  I 

found the artist, Adam, on line and looked into his company and loved what I saw.  

This size poster set was $75.00.  He also has them in smaller sizes and many other 

pieces to be ordered. He has many other themes that he offers as well. 

The whole congregation is working on this project still and will until all 15 posters 

are completed with the goal to be Sunrise Service Easter Sunday when they will be 

presented as part of our congregational Easter gift to the church.  Each person is 

signing the back of the posters they work on.  They are out on the tables in our 

Fellowship Hall at all times and I encourage anyone who wants to color during the 

message on Sunday morning to go into the hall and color while they listen to the 

message through speakers in the hall.  It is such a joy to have many leave worship 

to go in the Fellowship Hall to color and then immediately come back into the 

sanctuary as soon as I close the message. 

Burdens at the Cross:  On the Chancel, we have a 6 foot cross that has barbed wire 

spiraled across the arms with a barbed wire crown around the bottom of the cross.  

At the foot of the Cross is a rectangular iron pot that is holding the burdens that the 

folk have written on paper.  The Lecturn is covered with papers for folk to write 

their burdens on during the time of Communion and Invitation and then place them 

in the bowl.  Good Friday evening when we experience the Service of Darkening 

the Sanctuary, the burdens will be burned. 

The bowl of burned Palm leaves left from Ash Wednesday are also sitting on the 

foot of the Cross, available to anyone who wants to touch the ashes as a reminder 

of what Jesus experienced on our behalf, recognizing what He gave for us. 

The pictures included are from the Ash Wednesday service, showing folks at each 

station. 


